
 
 

 
 

 

Post office, banking  

and other services 

 

What to talk about:  

 

1 Post offices 

2 Bank accounts and ban cards 

3 Other services 

 

 

1 

You can find post offices everywhere, even in small villages because they offer 

several kinds of very important services.  

You can post letters, buy envelopes and stamps there, but you can also pay your 

utility bills in post offices.  

You can pay them by card or by cash which is more convenient to you.  

You can also take out insurance and do your banking at post offices. You can 

also buy chocolate, gifts and books.  

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

2 

My salary is deposited directly on my bank account as is the case with the 

majority of Hungarians. 

This is why we need to choose our banks wisely.  

I keep the money in a bank where it earns interest and it’s also safer than 

carrying cash.  

Banks charge fees for bank accounts and for certain account movements.  

The fees are rather high, but sometimes you can lower the fees by doing your 

banking on the Internet. 

I also have a credit card.  

When you pay attention to the deadlines you have to pay the money back, it's a 

good thing.  

But if you fail to pay the bank's money back in time, you have to pay a lot more.  

I rarely withdraw cash from ATMs.  

Banks charge money for using ATMs and as I said I use my credit card for 

almost all the shopping and services.  

 

3 

When a household appliance breaks down it’s hard to find a reliable person to 

repair it.  

This is why a lot of people buy a new fridge or TV immediately after they've 

broken down.  

This is not the case with cars.  

You should take good care of your car and get it checked regularly.  



 
 

 
 

If you pay attention to the engine sound or other suspicious sounds and take it to 

a reliable garage, you can avoid serious accidents.  

When your car breaks down, you either call your friends or family, or an 

emergency road service. 

 


